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Quantum information is vulnerable to environmental noise and experimental imperfections, hindering
the reliability of practical quantum information processors. Therefore, quantum error correction (QEC)
that can protect quantum information against noise is vital for universal and scalable quantum compu-
tation. Among many different experimental platforms, superconducting quantum circuits and bosonic
encodings in superconducting microwave modes are appealing for their unprecedented potential in QEC.
During the last few years, bosonic QEC is demonstrated to reach the break-even point, i.e. the lifetime
of a logical qubit is enhanced to exceed that of any individual components composing the experimen-
tal system. Beyond that, universal gate sets and fault-tolerant operations on the bosonic codes are also
realized, pushing quantum information processing towards the QEC era. In this article, we review the
recent progress of the bosonic codes, including the Gottesman-Kitaev-Preskill codes, cat codes, and bino-
mial codes, and discuss the opportunities of bosonic codes in various quantum applications, ranging from
fault-tolerant quantum computation to quantum metrology. We also summarize the challenges associated
with the bosonic codes and provide an outlook for the potential research directions in the long terms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computers promise to exponentially or dramat-
ically outperform classical computers on certain problems
(e.g. factoring and unstructured database searching) because
of quantum coherence and true parallel computation [1–4].
However, quantum states are fragile and can be easily de-
stroyed by their inevitable coupling to the uncontrolled en-
vironment, which presents a major obstacle to universal quan-
tum computation [2, 5]. A practical quantum computer that
is capable of large circuit depth, therefore, ultimately calls for
operations on logical qubits protected by quantum error cor-
rection (QEC) against unwanted or uncontrolled errors and is
expected to spend a vast majority of its resources on error cor-
rection [6–11]. The realization of such a logical qubit with a
longer coherence time than its individual physical components
is considered as one of the most challenging and urgent goals
for current quantum information processing [3, 12]. When
universal gate sets on these logical qubits are available, quan-
tum information processing technologies would enter an era
of quantum protection. Finally, universal quantum computa-
tion is realizable by scaling up the system when the error rates
of the logical gates exceed a certain threshold.

Extensive attention has been paid to the qubit-based quan-
tum computation systems. However, the demonstration of
QEC in those systems is extremely challenging due to the
huge physical resource overhead and the difficulties in scal-
ing up the number of qubits [9, 13, 14]. So far, qubit-based
QEC encoding and gate operations on the encoded qubits still
remain elusive. Compared with qubits, harmonic oscillators
or bosonic modes provide an alternative route towards uni-
versal quantum computation. The bosonic modes are ben-
eficial to quantum information processing in four aspects.
First, a single bosonic mode can provide an infinitely large
Hilbert space, which allows QEC encoding by only extending
excitation numbers while keeping the noise channels fixed.
Second, bosonic modes could be realized with multiple de-

grees of freedom, e.g. spatial, temporal, frequency, polar-
ization, or their combinations, and thus are scalable. Third,
bosonic modes are convenient in transferring information and
also can easily interface with many different physical systems,
therefore they are inevitable building blocks in quantum net-
works. Lastly, bosonic modes are fundamental and indispens-
able physical systems that cannot be replaced by other qubit
or finite-level quantum systems.

Therefore, bosonic modes have attracted a lot of interest
in quantum information processing and demonstrated wide
applications in quantum computation, quantum communica-
tion, quantum simulation, and quantum metrology in the last
decades, as shown in Fig. 1. Bosonic modes with QEC pro-
tection would exhibit better quantum properties and thus will
greatly broaden the above applications. As a result, exten-
sive explorations of QEC based on bosonic modes are de-
manded. As mentioned, QEC in a bosonic mode benefits from
the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space of a harmonic oscillator
for redundant information encoding and only one error syn-
drome that needs to be monitored, thus greatly reducing the
requirements on hardware. The bosonic modes could be real-
ized with microwave or optical photons, magnons, phonons,
plasmons, as well as polaritons [26]. Among them, supercon-
ducting circuit quantum electrodynamics (circuit QED) archi-
tecture [3, 27–32] is of particular interest for bosonic QEC
codes due to its unprecedented capability in quantum con-
trol. Three dimensional (3D) cavities [33], especially 3D
coaxial cavities [34], exhibit great quantum coherence with
single-photon lifetimes up to 1-10 ms. In analogy to optical
cavity QED that studies the interaction between atoms and
photons, circuit QED describes the interaction between su-
perconducting qubits (artificial atoms) and microwave pho-
tons in a cavity with ultrahigh cooperativities. Thus, this ex-
perimental platform allows universal control of the bosonic
mode with high fidelities, and QEC that exceeds or closely
reaches the break-even point [12, 35, 36], logical-qubit oper-
ations [19, 35–38], and fault-tolerant operations [15–17] have
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FIG. 1. Quantum applications of bosonic modes. Bosonic modes have wide applications in quantum computation, quantum communication,
quantum simulation, and quantum metrology. Here we only list a small portion of them. For quantum computation, QEC and fault-tolerant
operations on bosonic codes have been demonstrated. Adapted from Refs. [15–18]. For quantum communication, quantum state transfer,
remote entanglement, gate teleportation, etc., have been demonstrated. Adapted from Refs. [19, 20]. A single bosonic mode can be employed
for quantum metrology to achieve a measurement precision beyond the shot-noise limit. Moreover, it is promising to achieve quantum-
enhanced sensing by constructing suitable QEC codes. Adapted from Ref. [21, 22]. Bosonic modes also can be used to simulate solid-state
materials and molecular vibrations. Adapted from Refs. [23–25].

already been demonstrated based on bosonic codes.

This article reviews the recent development of bosonic QEC
codes in superconducting quantum circuits. The organization
is as follows. A basic introduction of QEC and bosonic modes
is provided in Sec. II. Details on the three most widely used
bosonic codes, i.e. the Gottesman-Kitaev-Preskill (GKP), cat,
and binomial codes are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we
summarize the underlying kernel techniques to realize the

bosonic codes as well as the universal control of the codes.
With the basic toolkit available, intriguing potential applica-
tions of bosonic codes and their proof-of-principle demon-
strations in the fault-tolerant quantum computation, quantum
communication, quantum simulation, and quantum metrology
are presented in Sec. V. Finally, future directions and chal-
lenges are discussed in Sec. VI.
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Multi-qubit code Bosonic code(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Multi-qubit architecture vs bosonic-mode architecture.
Enlarged Hilbert space can be constructed with multiple qubits (a) or
one bosonic mode (b). Qubits and harmonic oscillators are critical el-
ements for these two different architectures. However, their roles are
exchanged: in the qubit-based architecture, quantum information is
stored on the qubits while harmonic oscillators are used to couple or
readout the qubits; in the bosonic architecture, quantum information
is stored in the bosonic modes while the qubits provide the necessary
nonlinearity for the control and readout of the bosonic modes.

II. BASICS OF QEC

In this section, we provide a brief introduction of the QEC
codes and the basic properties of a bosonic mode. For more
detailed discussions on QEC and fault-tolerance in the context
of the qubit model, we suggest the review articles Refs. [8, 10,
11, 39, 40] for further reading. We also refer the readers to
Refs. [41, 42] for related reviews on bosonic codes.

The key idea of classical error correction to protect infor-
mation against noise is to encode the information with added
redundancy. By doing so, even if some information in the en-
coded message is corrupted by noise, there is still enough re-
dundancy in the encoded information to fully recover the orig-
inal information. For example, the classical repetition codes
are to use odd multiples of 0’s and 1’s to represent the log-
ical 0 and logical 1 respectively. The only classical error of
bit-flips can be corrected by the majority voting, and this type
of error-correcting codes can suppress the leading orders of
errors.

Similar to the code redundancy in the classical error correc-
tion, QEC is possible by expanding the Hilbert space of a log-
ical qubit [6, 7]. Different from the classical case, quantum in-
formation could be any superposition of codewords that occu-
pies a subspace of the expanded Hilbert space, called the code
space. Restricted by quantum coherence, QEC cannot mea-
sure the codewords directly, but rather measure the so-called
error syndromes to diagnose possible errors without perturb-
ing the encoded information. By constructing QEC codes,
these requirements could be satisfied if errors due to noise
could turn the code space into different error spaces. Then,
errors that have occurred could be detected by distinguish-
ing different subspaces, and appropriate recovery operations
can be applied to restore the original quantum information by
mapping the error space back to the code space.

For example, the QEC codes could be constructed with
multiple qubits, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Quantum information
is encoded with a simple repetition code span{|000〉 , |111〉}.
In such a way, quantum information is essentially stored
non-locally through entanglement among the physical qubits,

while single physical qubits contain no encoded information.
Because noise is generally local and independent, it only cor-
rupts little about the stored information. A bit-flip error on the
code could be detected by measuring the correlations between
neighboring qubits (the error syndromes) instead of projec-
tive measurements of the encoded quantum states. The essen-
tial part for QEC to work is that these error syndrome mea-
surements need to be non-destructive to the encoded informa-
tion, which is realized by introducing and measuring ancillary
qubits or modes that interact with the physical qubits consti-
tuting the QEC codewords.

The above QEC would be properly described by a more
general mathematical framework. The QEC condition is a
sufficient and necessary condition for a QEC code to protect
against errors in a given error set ε = {Êi}:

P̂Êi
†Ê jP̂ = αi jP̂ (1)

where P̂ is the projection operator onto the code space and
αi j is a Hermitian matrix [2]. Consequently, we have:

〈0L| Êi
†Ê j |0L〉= 〈1L| Êi

†Ê j |1L〉 , (2)

and

〈0L| Êi
†Ê j |1L〉= 〈1L| Êi

†Ê j |0L〉= 0, (3)

where |0L〉 and |1L〉 are the basis states of the codewords.
Equation 2 requires that the logical states are indistinguishable
under different errors, independent of the codewords. Oth-
erwise, the codewords will suffer the deformation error and
the environment could potentially distinguish these two basis
states and eventually induces uncorrectable errors. Equation 3
requires that all the spaces are orthogonal to each other.

In the past decades, most of the theoretical and experimen-
tal efforts are spent on the qubit-based QEC codes. The con-
catenated encoding is proposed for fault-tolerance, but it is
tremendously challenging because of the required extremely
low gate error threshold and large resource overhead [6, 7].
The recently developed surface codes [9], which use the
topological property of a large number of qubits in a two-
dimensional grid to protect against external noise, can tolerate
a much higher error rate ∼ 1%, but still at the cost of huge re-
source overhead. Both of these approaches need to scale up
the number of physical qubits for achieving QEC. There is a
lot of experimental progress along this line, for example in
trapped-ion systems [43, 44], nitrogen-vacancy centers in di-
amond [45, 46], and superconducting circuits [47, 48]. How-
ever, to have extended lifetime than the physical qubits and to
have logical operations are difficult to achieve with the multi-
qubit encoding because the number of distinct error channels
increases with the number of qubits, and non-local gates on a
collection of physical qubits are required.

Alternatively, there is another strategy which uses a single
quantum system with intrinsically large Hilbert space, instead
of a collection of physical qubits, to redundantly encode quan-
tum information and would significantly reduce the required
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FIG. 3. Roadmap of bosonic codes. Tremendous progress of the bosonic codes has been made in the last two decades. Theories of bosonic
codes as the foundation are listed at the bottom [49–59]. The above rows list representative steps in the experimental development of bosonic
codes in superconducting circuit QED architectures. QEC and gate operations have been demonstrated based on cat codes [12], binomial
codes [35], and GKP codes [36]. Photon-number-selective arbitrary phase (SNAP) gate [60] and optimal control technique based on gradient
ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE) [37] are important for universal control of the bosonic mode. Pumped and Kerr cat qubits [61–63] have
been developed with biased noise for potentially important QEC applications. Operations on multiple modes such as state transfer [64], gate
teleportation [19], beam-splitter (BS) interaction [65], exponential SWAP gate [66], and geometric controlled-phase gate [38] have also been
demonstrated. Fault-tolerant (FT) error detection [15], path-independent (PI) phase gate [16], and error-transparent (ET) gate [17] on a single
bosonic mode have been developed. In the future, FT control needs to be extended to multiple modes for universal quantum information
processing.

Year Code Ancilla T1 Ancilla T ∗2 Fock {|0〉 , |1〉} encoding Uncorrected code Corrected code
2016 [12] Cat 35 µs 12 µs 287 µs 147 µs 318 µs
2019 [35] Binomial 30 µs 40 µs 216 µs 71 µs 200 µs
2020 [17] Binomial (ET) 35 µs 25 µs - 185 µs 364 µs
2020 [36] GKP (Square) 50 µs 60 µs 245 µs (T1) - 275 µs (XZ) 160 µs (Y )
2020 [36] GKP (Hex) 50 µs 60 µs 245 µs (T1) - 205 µs
2020 [18] Cat (AQEC) 39 µs 17 µs 440 µs 130 µs 288 µs

TABLE I. Experimental performance of various bosonic codes. The right three columns list the measured process fidelity decay times
except for the GKP experiment (state decay times).

hardware. One can realize QEC first and then scale up for
more complicated quantum information processing applica-
tions. A harmonic oscillator or a bosonic mode is just such a
system that supports an infinitely large Hilbert space of Fock
states and has long been proposed to store quantum infor-
mation. Utilizing the redundancy of the Hilbert space, QEC
could be constructed in a single bosonic mode. The main ad-
vantage of such a QEC scheme is that the large Hilbert space
is achieved in only a single degree of freedom so that the as-

sociated errors are restricted.

The basic bosonic code architecture is shown in Fig. 2b. A
coupled non-linear element, typically a two-level qubit, is also
essential for arbitrarily controlling and manipulating quantum
states of the harmonic oscillator. Details about the universal
control of this composite system will be discussed in Sec. IV.
In this article, we will only focus on microwave photons in
superconducting microwave cavities which are excellent har-
monic oscillators with long lifetimes (up to 1-10 ms [34]) and
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ideal for quantum memories or logical qubits in the first place.
For a simple case with the error set ε = {Î, â}, where â

denotes the single-photon-loss error due to the damping, there
is obviously only one error syndrome, photon number parity
or generalized parity, that needs to be monitored continuously.
To meet the QEC condition Eq. 2, the basis states of the logical
qubit should satisfy:

〈0L| â†â |0L〉= 〈1L| â†â |1L〉 . (4)

This requires that the codewords should have equal average
photon numbers. It can also be understood as the environ-
ment should not distinguish the two logical basis states from
a photon loss event in order to preserve the encoded quantum
information. Note that for continuous damping or attenuation
the above error set {Î, â} is only approximate and not bounded
(cannot be normalized to satisfy the condition ∑i Êi

†Êi = Î).
The exact expression of the error set for photon loss errors is:

Êl =

√
(1− e−η)l

l!
e−

η

2 â†ââl . (5)

where l = 0,1, ... and η = κt� 1 is the photon loss coefficient
for storing quantum information with a mode dissipation rate
κ and a duration t. We can also have η = αd for transmitting
photons over a distance d with a channel attenuation coeffi-
cient α [67].

We finally note that when more photons are added to the mi-
crowave cavity for information redundancy, although no more
type of errors is introduced, the error rate becomes n times
larger (n is the average photon number in the codewords).
This is the price one has to pay for any QEC schemes: redun-
dantly encoding quantum information always increases either
the number of error channels or the error rate. However, good
control and QEC on the logical qubits hopefully can compen-
sate this negative effect and eventually lead to better protec-
tion of quantum information with extended coherence.

III. QEC BASED ON BOSONIC CODES

Figure 3 summarizes the recent progress of the bosonic
codes including both theoretical and experimental develop-
ments. Here, we concentrate on three bosonic codes based on
a single bosonic mode, i.e. GKP, cat, and binomial codes, and
provide discussions on the related theories and the recent ex-
perimental progress. The experimental achievements of these
three types of codes are summarized in Fig. 4 and Table I.

A. Cat codes

Coherent states are quasi-classical states that can be readily
generated with classical methods, and hence they have been
widely used in communication. Because phase is more robust
against photon loss error, information is typically encoded in

the phase of a coherent state. In analogy to classical phase-
shift keying, quantum information can also be encoded to the
phase of a coherent state. The simplest code (two-component
cat code) is thus to use two coherent states with opposite
phases for its two basis states:

|0〉= |α〉 ,
|1〉= |−α〉 . (6)

However, this code does not have redundancy and is not er-
ror correctable, because when the single-photon-loss error â
occurs the state remains in the same code space.

The four-component cat code is later proposed to encode
quantum information in a superposition state of coherent
states with four different phases [51], as shown in Fig. 4a.
With the extra degrees of freedom, this code has the neces-
sary redundancy to fight against photon loss errors: two di-
mensions {|0L〉 , |1L〉} for the encoding, while the other two
{|0E〉 , |1E〉} for error detection. The code basis states and er-
ror basis states are respectively:

|0L〉=C+
α = N (|α〉+ |−α〉),

|1L〉=C+
iα = N (|iα〉+ |−iα〉),

(7)

and

|0E〉=C−α = N (|α〉− |−α〉),
|1E〉=C−iα = N (|iα〉− |−iα〉),

(8)

where N ≈ 1/
√

2 is the normalization factor. The code basis
states have the same average photon number, but are not ex-
actly orthogonal as preferred for information encoding unless
α is sufficiently large.

To avoid the non-orthogonality error, the above cat codes
can be made orthogonal by using states with well-defined gen-
eralized parities:∣∣0′L〉= N0(C+

α +C+
iα) = N0(|α〉+ |−α〉+ |iα〉+ |−iα〉),∣∣1′L〉= N0(C+

α −C+
iα) = N0(|α〉+ |−α〉− |iα〉− |−iα〉),

(9)
where N0 ≈ 1/2. |0′L〉 contains photon number states that are
multiples of four, while |1′L〉 contains photon number states
that are even but not multiples of four. However, these two
basis states do not have the same average photon numbers un-
less α is large enough or at certain sweet spots.

Therefore, at large enough α both of these two codes satisfy
the QEC conditions (Eqs. 2 and 3), and can both efficiently
correct the single-photon-loss error in the error set ε = {Î, â}.
For both codes, the code and error spaces have exact photon-
number parities of even and odd, respectively. Photon parity
is thus the error syndrome for error detection, which can be
readily realized in a quantum non-demolition manner in a cir-
cuit QED architecture [68].

These codes have the following two major properties. First,
single-photon-loss errors cause quantum jumps of the en-
coded state between the code and error spaces and each er-
ror is accompanied by a phase shift of π/2 about the Z axis
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FIG. 4. QEC with three typical bosonic codes. (a-c) Wigner functions of the logical qubit basis states in the code and error spaces for the
cat, binomial, and GKP codes, respectively. (d-f) Experimental demonstration of QEC based on these three bosonic codes. Adapted from
Refs. [12, 35, 36].

within the logical space, but without corrupting the encoded
quantum information. The original information is not fully
recovered until after the fourth photon loss error. Remark-
ably, this property makes explicit error correction after each
error detection unnecessary and only requires tracking of the
number of errors and implementing the recovery operation at
the end of the whole QEC process. Therefore, the deleterious
effect of imperfect recovery operations can be eliminated.

Second, in the absence of quantum jumps the quantum state
deterministically shrinks towards the vacuum state. This in-
evitable property demands one to re-pump energy into the

codeword before the coherent states start to overlap and cause
a considerable non-orthogonality error. However, this error
could not be fully corrected by a unitary operation.

To mitigate the non-orthogonality error, there are two
strategies to continuously pump or stabilize the cat codes. One
requires four-photon driven dissipative process with specifi-
cally engineered four-photon dissipation [52]:

dρ

dt
= L [

√
κ4ph(â4−α

4)]ρ, (10)

where L is the Lindblad superoperator and κ4ph is the four-
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photon dissipation rate. As a result, the four states |±α〉 and
|±iα〉 are the steady states and the logical states will be con-
fined in this manifold.

The other strategy that can achieve the same stabilization is
to engineer a specific Hamiltonian [55]:

Ĥ =−Kâ†4â4 + ε4(â†4 + â4), (11)

where K is the coefficient of the high-order Kerr non-linearity
and ε4 is the amplitude of the four-photon drive. Then the four
states |±α〉 and |±iα〉 are the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian,
and the adiabatic theorem ensures the logical states to be con-
fined in this manifold. By tracking the photon number parity,
the dynamics can be restricted to the even parity states (or the
code space).

When the cat codes are stabilized by one of the above strate-
gies, fault-tolerant gates can be realized through a two-photon
drive â†2 + â2 for arbitrary rotations around X and a beam-
splitter-like drive â†2

1 â2
2 + â†2

2 â2
1 for the two-qubit entangling

gate [52]. Both strategies share similar principle and face dif-
ficulties of relatively strong four-photon drives [69], awaiting
experimental realization.

Cat codes can tolerate more errors by increasing the num-
ber of coherent state components. The basis states of a n-
component cat state can be written as [67]

|0L〉 ∝

n

∑
k=1

∣∣∣αei2kπ/n
〉
,

|1L〉 ∝

n

∑
k=1

ei4kπ/n
∣∣∣αei2kπ/n

〉
.

(12)

This code can correct photon loss errors up to n/2− 1 order.
But the average photon number should be increased to satisfy
the orthogonality condition required by QEC. Cat codes can
also be extended to multiple modes that can protect against
photon loss via either active syndrome measurement or an au-
tonomous procedure. For example, the pair-cat codes [70] oc-
cupying two modes can protect against arbitrary number of
photon loss errors in one mode given the other one has no
error.

Experimentally, the cat code (Eq. 7) is the first bosonic code
that surpasses the break-even point [12], as shown in Fig. 4d,
benefiting from its special property that tracking the number
of errors without immediate recover operation is equivalent to
having corrected the state. Universal control of a logical qubit
with the cat coding (Eq. 7) has been realized separately by nu-
merically optimized pulses [37] (see Sec. IV for more details).
A controlled-phase (cPhase) gate between two coherent-state
encodings (Eq. 6) has also been realized [38].

Lastly, we want to mention that simpler ideas than Eqs. 10
and 11 have been experimentally realized for a two-photon
drive case [61–63, 71] based on the two similar strategies:

dρ

dt
= L [

√
κ2ph(â2−α

2)]ρ (13)

and

Ĥ =−Kâ†2â2 + ε2(â†2 + â2). (14)

In these two cases, the stabilized manifold is {|α〉 , |−α〉}.
Since this Hilbert space is not large enough for error correc-
tion, it only defines the so-called cat qubit.

Although this type of qubit cannot be protected against pho-
ton loss error, it has a very special and interesting property,
i.e., its noise is biased. This can be understood for the cat
qubit defined as:

|0〉
α
=

1√
2
(C+

α +C−α ) = |α〉+O(e−2|α|2),

|1〉
α
=

1√
2
(C+

α −C−α ) = |−α〉+O(e−2|α|2).
(15)

The built-in stabilization mechanism provides a natural pro-
tection of this qubit. The encoded information is non-local in
the phase space of the harmonic oscillator. The distance be-
tween the two basis states thus prevents any noise process that
induces local displacement in phase space. As a result, the bit-
flip error is exponentially suppressed with the average number
of photons, while the phase-flip error only increases linearly.
Therefore, the cat qubit is noise biased and this biased struc-
ture of noise has been observed experimentally [63, 71]. Co-
herent rotations around X on such a stabilized cat qubit have
also been demonstrated [62].

Furthermore, due to the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space
that the cat qubits are embedded in, a universal set of bias-
preserving gates can be realized on the cat qubits [58, 72],
which however is not possible for regular two-level systems.
Fault-tolerant error syndrome detection can also be achieved
based on the biased-noise cat qubit as the ancilla [57]. The cat
qubits can also be the promising building blocks for a surface
code tailored to biased noise with high error thresholds [73–
75]. Therefore, the biased-noise cat qubits are important re-
sources for fault-tolerant quantum computation.

B. Binomial codes

Binomial codes are based on superpositions of truncated
Fock states weighted with binomial coefficients [53]. These
codes are designed to exactly correct errors that are polyno-
mial up to a specific order in photon loss error â, photon gain
error â†, and photon dephasing error n̂, i.e., the error set is:

ε = {Î, â, â2, ..., âL, â†,(â†)2, ..,(â†)G, n̂, n̂2, ..., n̂D}. (16)

The code basis states are:

|0L〉=
1√
2N

[0,N+1]

∑
p,even

√
Cp

N+1 |p(S+1)〉 ,

|1L〉=
1√
2N

[0,N+1]

∑
p,odd

√
Cp

N+1 |p(S+1)〉 ,
(17)

where Cp
N+1 is the binomial coefficient, the spacing is S =

L+G, N = max{L,G,2D}, and p is from 0 to N +1 with the
maximum Fock number being (N +1)× (S+1).
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FIG. 5. Unitary gates on two logical qubits. (a) Controlled-not (CNOT) gate between two logical qubits with the target one is binomially
encoded. Adapted from Ref. [76]. (b) Geometrically controlled phase gate on two binomially encoded logical qubits. Adapted from Ref. [38].
(c) Exponential-SWAP gate on two bosonic qubits. Adapted from Ref. [66]. (d) Teleported CNOT gate between two binomially encoded
logical qubits. Adapted from Ref. [19].

It can be clearly seen that the two basis states contain com-
pletely different series of Fock states, therefore are exactly
orthogonal to each other. It is also easy to check that both
states have exactly the same average photon numbers. As a
result, the QEC conditions Eqs. 2 and 3 are strictly satisfied.
The spacing of the occupied Fock states is S+ 1, therefore,
the errors can be uniquely distinguished by measuring photon
number modulo S+ 1, i.e., the error syndrome is the gener-
alized parity. Because the basis states in the code space and
all error spaces are orthogonal, the binomial codes have the
advantage of having explicit unitary operations for repump-
ing energy into the mode when compared to the cat codes.
Besides, since the occupied Fock states are truncated, unitary
operations on the binomial codes might also be more conve-
nient.

Figure 4b shows the lowest-order binomial code:

|0L〉= (|0〉+ |4〉)/
√

2,
|1L〉= |2〉 ,

(18)

This code can protect against single-photon-loss error with
ε = {Î, â}. The average photon number is two, smaller than
that of the typical cat code. When an error occurs, the corre-
sponding error space is:

|0E〉= |3〉 ,
|1E〉= |1〉 .

(19)

Clearly, these two basis states have different average photon
numbers, not satisfying the QEC condition Eq. 2 anymore.
A unitary recovery operation has to be applied immediately
to correct the error, otherwise, quantum information will be
corrupted. This property is different from the previously dis-
cussed cat codes.

A comparison between the lowest-order binomial code with
the qubit-based four-qubit code [77] can better shed light on
the efficiency and advantage of the bosonic codes. The four-
qubit code can correct single amplitude damping errors, ε =
{Î, σ̂−1 , σ̂−2 , σ̂−3 , σ̂−4 }, with the basis states:

|0L〉=
1√
2
(|0000〉+ |1111〉),

|1L〉=
1√
2
(|1100〉+ |0011〉).

(20)

This encoding utilizes 24 = 16 dimensional expanded Hilbert
space. In order to uniquely distinguish the five errors in the
error set, three error syndromes are required. In marked con-
trast, although both the lowest-order binomial code and the
four-qubit code have the same average excitation of two, the
binomial code occupies only the lowest five levels of the oscil-
lator’s Hilbert space (five dimensions) and needs only one er-
ror syndrome for error detection. Therefore, the bosonic codes
are indeed hardware-efficient and can greatly save physical re-
sources.
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According to Eq. 17, in order to correct more errors, for ex-
ample, ε = {Î, â, â2, n̂}, one has to use a higher-order binomial
code with a larger Fock state dimension for the encoding:

|0L〉=
|0〉+

√
3 |6〉

2
,

|1L〉=
√

3 |3〉+ |9〉
2

.

(21)

The spacing of the occupied Fock states is three, i.e. the log-
ical states are conserved under the generalized parity oper-
ator Π̂ = ei 2

3 π â†â. A photon gain error and two-photon-loss
errors have the same change in the photon number modulo 3.
As a result, the above code can also correct errors in the set
ε = {Î, â, â†, n̂}. For large average photon number in the code-
words, the binomial and cat codes asymptotically approach
each other since both photon number distributions approach a
normal distribution [56].

It is worth noting that even when no error is detected
(no photon loss error) the binomial codes still suffer the
non-unitary backaction associated with no-error evolution
e−(κ/2)â†ât (see Eq. 5 for the exact expression of photon loss
errors). This is a nontrivial distortion of the code states and
must be corrected. A two-mode version of the codes with the
same spacing and the same total excitation number but dis-
tributed in different modes can mitigate this problem [49, 53].

Experimentally, the lowest-order binomial code (Eq. 18)
has been demonstrated with repetitive QEC based on real-
time feedback control [35], as shown in Fig. 4e. The QEC
protected quantum information has a lifetime nearly beating
the break-even point. A high-fidelity universal gate set opera-
tion on the logical qubit has also been demonstrated. Towards
universal quantum computation based on binomial codes, a
cPhase gate between two binomial logical qubits has been
realized through a geometric method [38] (Fig. 5b). A tele-
ported CNOT gate between two binomial logical qubits and
a CNOT gate with the target being a binomial logical qubit
have also been realized [19, 76], as illustrated in Figs. 5a and
5c, respectively.

C. GKP codes

The GKP codes were first proposed by Gottesman, Kitaev,
and Preskill in 2001 [50]. The general GKP codes can protect
a state of a d-dimensional quantum system (a qudit) encoded
in a harmonic oscillator against most physical noise precesses.
For a typical two-level logical qubit, the GKP code is defined
as coherent superpositions of infinitely squeezed states or the
eigenstates of the position operator q̂ with a spacing of 2

√
π:

|0L〉 ∝

∞

∑
s=−∞

∣∣q = 2s
√

π
〉
,

|1L〉 ∝

∞

∑
s=−∞

∣∣q = (2s+1)
√

π
〉
.

(22)

These two basis states are shifted by
√

π relative to each other
and their corresponding Wigner functions in the q− p phase
space are square grid patterns.

It is known that the GKP codes belong to the class of stabi-
lizer codes. The grid states of Eq. 22 are in fact stabilized by
two mutually commuting stabilizers:

Ŝq = D̂(i
√

2π) = ei2
√

π q̂,

Ŝp = D̂(
√

2π) = e−i2
√

π p̂,
(23)

where D̂(α) = eα â†−α∗â is the displacement operator and p̂ is
the momentum operator. Consequently, the GKP code space
is the simultaneous eigenspace of the above two stabilizers.
The corresponding Pauli operators are simple displacements
of half the grid spacing:

X = D̂(
√

π/2) = e−i
√

π p̂,

Z = D̂(i
√

π/2) = ei
√

π q̂,

Y = D̂(
√

π/2+ i
√

π/2),

(24)

satisfying the Pauli relations.
In the Fock state representation, the ideal GKP codewords

contain infinite number of photons and correspond to Wigner
functions that extend to infinity in phase space. Therefore, the
ideal GKP codes are not physical. The realistic GKP states
have finite photon energy and are approximate by replacing
the delta functions with finitely squeezed Gaussian state and
the uniform superposition profile with a Gaussian envelope
centered around q = 0. The approximate GKP codewords
therefore become [50, 78]:

|0L〉approx ∝

∞

∑
s=−∞

e−2π∆̃2s2
D̂(s
√

2π) |ψ0〉 ,

|1L〉approx ∝

∞

∑
s=−∞

e−π∆̃2(2s+1)2/2D̂(s
√

2π)D̂(
√

π/2) |ψ0〉 ,
(25)

where 1/∆̃ is the width of the Gaussian envelope and |ψ0〉 =´ dq
(π∆2)1/4 e−q2/(2∆2) |q〉 is the squeezed vacuum state with ∆

being the squeezing parameter. The corresponding Wigner
functions in the q− p phase space are shown in Fig. 4c.

The square GKP codewords have asymmetric error-
resistance property because of the asymmetric nature of the
three Pauli operators defined in Eq. 24. To get a symmet-
ric protection against errors in all three directions, the lat-
tice of the square code can be transformed into a hexagonal
code. The hexagonal GKP code may be the ultimate optimal
code, because starting from a random initial code, numeri-
cal optimization for both a photon loss channel and a Gaus-
sian thermal loss channel always converges to the hexagonal
GKP code [79]. In addition, compared to other bosonic QEC
codes including cat codes, binomial codes, and numerically
optimized codes, the GKP codes show the best performance
for most values of the photon loss rate [56]. However, for the
same average photon number, the GKP codes have a larger
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bandwidth of photon number distribution or a larger occupied
Hilbert space, and thus suffer more distortion from Kerr effect.
This poses an experimental challenge to high-fidelity recovery
and demands further optimization of the codes including the
Kerr effect [80].

The GKP codes are designed to correct small shift errors
as long as |δq| < √π/2 and |δ p| < √π/2. Measurements
of the stabilizers (the error syndromes) unambiguously reveal
the underlying errors, which can be corrected by shifting back
with the minimal amount of displacement. A variety of local
errors, such as photon loss, thermal noise, photon dephasing,
and even spurious nonlinearities induced by the coupled an-
cilla qubit, lead to a continuous evolution of the states in phase
space, and hence result in only local effects in the phase space.
Therefore, as long as the stabilizers are measured frequently
enough, the noise-induced shifts will be small and thus can be
detected and corrected. In fact, it is also shown that the local
errors can be expanded into small shift errors in p and q when
the number of photons in the GKP codewords are small [78].

Another advantage of the GKP codes is that the Clifford
gates only require Gaussian operations on the photonic state,
which is usually easy to perform in the experiment. Under
these gate operations, small deviations of q and p remain
small, which means the locality of the errors is preserved. In
this sense, these gates are fault tolerant.

However, the non-Clifford gates are much harder than the
Clifford gates, demanding non-Gaussian operations or re-
sources. One method is to prepare a magic state such as the
eigenstate of the Hadamard gate, and use it as an ancilla. Then
only Clifford gates and homodyne measurement are required
to perform the non-Clifford T̂ gate [50]. The preparation of
the codewords is also challenging and requires non-Gaussian
operations.

It is hard to scale up the GKP codes only by increasing the
squeezing rate in a practical physical system. Besides, the
GKP codes are not designed to protect against rare and large
errors. Therefore, the GKP codes are usually considered to
concatenate with other stabilizer codes for a second layer of
protection [41, 81], for example, the surface codes. The QEC
process for these stabilizer codes only requires Clifford gates
and homodyne measurement. Several theoretical works [41,
82–84] calculate the required squeezing level, about 10-20 dB,
to reach the fault-tolerant threshold of the surface-GKP code
based on different assumptions on the error source.

Although the GKP codes were proposed early, experimen-
tal demonstrations of the GKP codes have been realized only
very recently. Encoding, logical readout, and full control of a
GKP qubit have been demonstrated in the motional mode of
a single trapped ion [85]. QECs of both square and hexag-
onal GKP codes have been demonstrated in a superconduct-
ing microwave cavity [36], where the GKP code states can be
deterministically generated from a vacuum state based on re-
peated stabilizer measurements and QEC protocol facilitated
with feedback technique [78]. Continuous QEC on the GKP
qubit has shown the extension of the coherence of the logical
qubit, demonstrating the capability of suppressing all logical

errors.

IV. UNIVERSAL QUANTUM CONTROL OF BOSONIC
CODES

In the realization of bosonic codes, including encoding,
decoding, universal gate set, and error detection and cor-
rection operations, universal quantum control of a bosonic
mode is crucial. Such a goal is important for not only QEC,
but also the understanding and controlling of quantum sys-
tems. Inspired by the cavity QED experiments [90, 91], the
universal quantum control could be achieved in a so-called
spin-oscillator model by introducing a two-level system to
couple to the bosonic mode. Circuit QED has been exten-
sively studied in the past decades and has become one of the
most promising platforms for quantum computing [3, 27–32].
Tremendous progress on the control of a bosonic mode has
been made in this architecture since its first development in
Ref. [28] (Fig. 6a). Here, the results are summarized in two
parts for unitary quantum control of closed systems and quan-
tum channels for open systems, respectively.

The Hamiltonian of a typical circuit QED system consisting
of a transmon qubit and a cavity mode in the largely detuned
regime can be described by [3, 32, 68, 92, 93]

Ĥ0/h̄ = ωcâ†â+ωq |e〉〈e|−χ â†â |e〉〈e|− K
2

â†2â2. (26)

Here, ωc and ωq are the cavity and qubit frequencies, respec-
tively, â† (â) is the creation (annihilation) operator for the
bosonic mode, |e〉 (|g〉) is the excited (ground) state of the
transmon qubit, and χ and K are the dispersive coupling and
Kerr coefficient originating from the qubit, respectively. The
two-level qubit serving as an ancilla provides the necessary
non-linearity for the universal control of not only the bosonic
mode but also the whole combined system.

The strong dispersive coupling allows the resolving of
Fock states and thus the implementation of photon-number-
selective operations. Universal control of the bosonic mode
can be achieved by using selective number-dependent arbi-
trary phase gates (SNAP) [86] in combination with displace-
ment operations. The SNAP gate reads:

Ŝ(~θ) =
∞

∑
n=0

eiθn |n〉〈n|. (27)

Here ~θ = {θn}∞
n=0 is a list of phases and |n〉 is the n-photon

Fock state. Each phase gate is generated geometrically as
shown in Fig. 6c. These geometric phase gates preserve pho-
ton numbers, while displacement operations induce the hop-
ping between adjacent Fock states. The combination of both
operations gives a universal control of the cavity. For exam-
ple, a unitary Ûn that transfers the population between |n〉 and
|n+1〉 is given by

Ûn = D̂(α1)R̂n(π)D̂(α2)R̂n(π)D̂(α3), (28)
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First demonstration of a 3D circuit QED architecture. Adapted from Ref. [33]. (c) Principle of the SNAP gate. Adapted from Ref. [86]. (d)
Experimental results of a SNAP gate. Adapted from Ref. [60]. (e) Schematic representation of a control amplitude consisting of N steps in
the GRAPE method. Adapted from Ref. [87]. (f) Experimental results of the Fock state population evolution and the corresponding GRAPE
pulses. Adapted from Ref. [37]. (g) Quantum circuit for arbitrary channel construction with adaptive control. Adapted from Ref. [88]. (h)
Density matrix of maximally-mixed state ∑
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k=0 |k〉〈k| generated based on the quantum circuit in (g). Adapted from Ref. [89].

where R̂n(π) =−∑
n
n′=0 |n′〉〈n′|+∑

∞

n′=n+1 |n′〉〈n′| is the SNAP
gate, and α1,α2,α3 in the displacement operators can be op-
timized to maximize the fidelity |〈n+1|Ûn|n〉|. A one-photon
Fock state |1〉 has been experimentally generated with this
method [60] (Fig. 6d). A similar idea based on the photon-
number-selective detection for arbitrary state preparation has
also been proposed and demonstrated [94]: A cavity initially
prepared in a coherent state can be projected into an arbitrary
superposition of Fock states with high fidelities but in a prob-
abilistic manner by post-selecting the measurement outcomes
of the ancilla.

The SNAP gate method requires to control the qubit and the

oscillator separately with a series of sequential SNAP gates
and displacement operations. To overcome the drawback of
the relatively long gate time, a more efficient method is pro-
posed recently which involves a hierarchical insertion strat-
egy and gradient-descent technique for parameter optimiza-
tion and shows remarkable improvement [95].

Another efficient approach for realizing universal control
is the optimal control technique, which explores the full
control parameter space to optimize the control pulses and
has been widely used in experiment. Figure 6e shows the
schematic of the gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE)
method [87, 96] to optimize control pulses of a target unitary.
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The evolution time is discretized into small steps and the ini-
tial controls could be completely random. The performance
function is based on the forward and backward propagations
of the initial and target density operators, respectively. At each
step, the gradients of the performance function with respect to
the controls are calculated and a gradient ascent procedure is
followed by updating the control parameters to improve the
performance function. Because of its universality and sim-
plicity, the GRAPE method has been extensively applied in
the encoding of QEC codes and the unitary gates on the logi-
cal qubits [18, 35, 37] (see Fig. 6f as an example).

The spin-oscillator model could be extended to multiple
modes by introducing dispersive couplings between the cen-
tral ancilla qubit and more modes, as well as the direct cross-
Kerr nonlinearities between modes due to the qubit. As an ex-
ample, the simplest two-cavity SNAP gate is demonstrated in
Ref. [38], where a single-photon Bell state between two cavi-
ties is deterministically generated by inducing a π-phase shift
on the |0〉 ⊗ |0〉 state of the two cavities. Figure 5 summa-
rizes the recently demonstrated two-cavity gates for bosonic
codes with various approaches [19, 38, 66, 76]. Therefore,
the universal gate set on bosonic codes is available. How-
ever, although both SNAP and GRAPE approaches could be
generalized to gates between logical qubits based on arbitrary
bosonic codes, the significant increase of the system Hilbert
space imposes great challenges in numerical optimization of
the control pulse sequences and also difficulties in experimen-
tal realization.

The above two approaches for universal control are re-
stricted to closed quantum systems. However, practical quan-
tum systems are open due to their inevitable coupling to the
environment, and their dynamics are described by completely
positive and trace preserving quantum channels [2]. So be-
sides the universal control of a closed quantum system, the
realization of arbitrary quantum channels helps to understand
practical quantum systems and complete our capability in
quantum controls. For instance, the QEC process is a quan-
tum channel that purifies the quantum state of a system by re-
moving the entanglement between the system and the environ-
ment. A universal approach for quantum channel simulations
of a bosonic mode has been proposed [88, 97], holding the
hardware-efficiency advantage for bosonic codes and being
promising for a wide range of applications of bosonic modes,
such as system initialization, generalized quantum measure-
ments, open quantum system simulation, and quantum metrol-
ogy. Figure 6g illustrates the kernel idea of the approach: by
repetitively using and resetting the ancilla qubit and also using
the output of the ancilla measurement for feedforward control
of the bosonic mode, arbitrary quantum channels can be im-
plemented.

Preliminary experimental studies on arbitrary quantum
channel simulations of a photonic qubit in a superconducting
circuit, which is encoded in the first two levels of an oscil-
lator, have been demonstrated [98]. In this experiment, the
arbitrary single-qubit channel simulations require a fast real-
time feedback control system for adaptive operations condi-

tional on the specific measurement results. A quantum chan-
nel for maximally-mixed state preparation is demonstrated in
Ref. [89], with the results shown in Fig. 6h. In a different ex-
periment, a specific quantum channel, i.e. QEC operation on
a binomial code, is implemented without the feedback elec-
tronic circuit. This autonomous QEC (AQEC) does not need
to extract error detection outcomes [17]. Instead, a unitary
transition Û is implemented to transfer the error entropy asso-
ciated with the logical state to the ancilla and in the meantime
the logical state in the error space |ψE〉 is converted back to
the correct one |ψL〉 in the code space as:

Û |ψE〉|g〉= |ψL〉|e〉,
Û |ψL〉|g〉= |ψL〉|g〉.

(29)

Therefore, the correlation between the logical state and the
environment (which induces errors) is erased. Since the real-
time feedback control system is not required, the potential
electronic latency is avoided. A separate experiment realizes
AQEC of single-photon-loss errors on a so-called truncated 4-
component cat code [18]. The unitary transition is realized
through two combs of continuous and selective microwave
drives with no which-path information leaking into the envi-
ronment, while the ancilla reset is through a dissipative pro-
cess. Achieving the full control of an open quantum system
is necessary for the bosonic codes, and more experimental ef-
forts are required in this direction for more advanced quantum
control. For example, besides the standard error correction in
an autonomous manner, fault tolerance to ancilla errors is also
possible by carefully designing the control (see Sec. V A for
more discussions).

Lastly, it is also worth noting that other than the spin-
oscillator model widely studied in the superconducting quan-
tum circuit, the Pockel and Kerr nonlinearities of harmonic
oscillators, which originate from the intrinsic bulky material
nonlinearity, also hold the potential for universal control of the
bosonic modes. As widely studied in the continuous variable
quantum information, these bulky nonlinearities with modest
interaction strength could simulate arbitrary Hamiltonian via
a Trotterization approach [99]. These nonlinearities are more
suitable for continuous variable encodings because there is no
requirement for the approximation of truncated Fock space.
The possibility of using the Pockel nonlinearity in universal
quantum computation is confirmed in recent theoretical stud-
ies [100], which provides an alternative route to applications
of bosonic codes.

V. APPLICATIONS OF BOSONIC CODES

As all ingredients of bosonic codes are available in super-
conducting quantum circuits, their direct applications in stor-
ing and transferring quantum information, i.e. in realizing
quantum computation and quantum communication, are fore-
seeable. From another perspective, a single bosonic mode
supports an infinitely large Hilbert space, and thus provides
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a unique platform for exploring quantum advantages in quan-
tum simulation and metrology. However, in practical near-
term noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) [4] platforms,
we should not be restricted to the standard QEC codes that sat-
isfy the QEC condition (Eq. 1). In certain tasks, the bosonic
codes are beneficial to reduce the effects of noise and system
imperfections on the estimation of certain outputs by QEC or
approximate QEC. Although great advantages are promised
by bosonic codes, only preliminary experimental and theoret-
ical results are reported. The potentials of bosonic codes are
awaiting systematic investigations with many techniques and
theoretical problems to be solved. Here, we just summarize
the recent exciting progress and proof-of-principle demonstra-
tions, and point out the opportunities in future studies.

A. Fault-tolerant quantum computation

QECs are developed to protect merely stored quantum in-
formation from the leading orders of errors. However, for a
general purpose of quantum information processing, the er-
rors occurring during the dynamical evolution might not be
correctable by directly applying QEC after the gate. There-
fore, a fault-tolerant universal quantum computer is also re-
quired to protect the dynamics of quantum information dur-

ing each step of computing, which should be carefully de-
signed to keep errors from propagating and accumulating such
that each encoded logical qubit can still be well protected by
QECs. In another words, state preparations, error detections,
gate operations, and measurements are all needed to be fault
tolerant. For qubit-based systems, surface code architecture
and code-concatenation approaches are proposed for achiev-
ing the ultimate fault tolerance and a clear threshold of the
error rate is provided for reliable and scalable quantum com-
putation [9, 101]. However, these schemes are extremely chal-
lenging for experimental realization because they require huge
physical sources that are not available currently. In contrast,
benefiting from the hardware-efficiency property, the encod-
ing, decoding, error corrections, and universal logical gate set
on encoded logical qubits have been achieved with the bosonic
codes. The experimental explorations of fault-tolerant op-
erations on the bosonic codes are already in progress, and
Fig. 7 summarizes some of the results. Note that the early
attempts towards the fault-tolerant quantum computation are
the demonstrations of the literal meaning of fault tolerance,
i.e. the capability of correcting certain physical errors occur-
ring during the gate operation, instead of achieving the fault-
tolerant threshold.

Because the ancilla plays a significant role in realizing
the operations on bosonic codes, the damping and dephas-
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ing errors of the ancilla might induce significant errors on the
bosonic codes. For example, error detection on cat codes and
binomial codes is a non-Gaussian operation and thus requires
an ancilla (unlike that for GKP codes). Qubit damping error
σ̂− in the error-detection circuit will propagate to the encoded
information by causing random phase-shifts which cannot be
corrected, as illustrated in Fig. 7a. Fault-tolerant error detec-
tion hence demands the prevention of the ancilla error from
propagating to and corrupting the encoded system. By intro-
ducing redundant energy levels of the ancilla, a fault-tolerant
error detection scheme against the ancilla damping error is
demonstrated [15]. This scheme is similar to use a QEC-
protected ancilla system, and the experiment demonstrates a
suppression of the ancilla errors by a factor of five.

An alternative way is to use an ancilla qubit with biased-
noise [57]. As the operator σ̂z commutes with the interaction
Hamiltonian (χ â†âσ̂z/2), an ancilla with only σ̂z error will
not damage the encoded system, but only influence the de-
tection result. Cat qubits under continuous parametric drive
are one candidate of realizing such biased-noise qubits. The
phase-flip (σ̂z) rate is only linearly enhanced but the bit-flip
(σ̂x) rate is exponentially suppressed with the size of the cat
qubit. Using such a stabilized cat qubit as the ancilla, without
intrinsic errors that do not commute with the interaction, the
simulation in Ref. [57] shows the measurement backaction on
the encoded system can indeed be suppressed.

To perform gate operations on the bosonic codes, the an-
cilla system is also necessary. To prevent error propagation
from the ancilla system to the encoded system, a theoretical
work analyzes the conditions on the interaction Hamiltonian
and defines the concept of “path independence” [59]. When
the ancilla system starts from |i〉 and ends in |r〉, the n-th or-
der path-independent gate requires that the encoded system
evolves under a deterministic unitary even when the ancilla
system suffers errors up to the n-th order. A subset of final
ancilla states indicate the successful implementation of the
desired gate, while other states herald a failure of the oper-
ation, but the encoded system is not corrupted in this process.
The additional drives and the measurement to distinguish ad-
ditional levels of the ancilla, however, might introduce more
error sources. A path-independent phase gate with the SNAP
technique is demonstrated in the experiment [16], where the
fidelity of the SNAP gate on a three-level ancilla qubit is sig-
nificantly improved by the specific path-independent design,
as shown in Fig. 7b.

Besides the tolerance of ancilla errors during the desired
gate operations, the errors occurring in the encoded system
should also be considered and prevented from propagation.
To ensure photon loss error will not propagate under arbitrary
unitary evolutions, the concept of “error-transparent” gate is
introduced [103, 104]. The basic idea is the following. Ide-
ally, a quantum state should evolve unitarily in the code space
under the gate Hamiltonian with a finite gate time. If an error
happens during the gate, the evolution will jump to the er-
ror space, while the subsequent evolution in the error space
is identical to that in the code space up to a global phase.

So this error during the gate operation is tolerable by QEC
at the end of the evolution, and the gate can still be imple-
mented successfully. A recent experiment has demonstrated
error-transparent phase gates on the lowest-order binomial
code [17]. States in both the code and the error spaces are
preserved and the lifetime of the QEC-protected logical state
has better performance under error-transparent gate operation,
as shown in Fig. 7c. In Ref. [17], the authors also show that
the error-transparent gates could be generalized to a universal
gate set. Further extension of this approach could be com-
bined with the AQEC technique. To prevent the ancilla error
propagation in this process, one method is to design the AQEC
Hamiltonian as follows:

Ĥ = ∑
i j
|Li〉| j〉〈0|〈Ei j|+h.c., (30)

where
∣∣Ei j
〉

and |Li〉 are the i-th logical basis state in the j-th
error space and the code space respectively, and |0〉 and | j〉 is
the ground state and the j-th excited state of the ancilla system
respectively. If this Hamiltonian and the ancilla system with a
large damping rate are available, the encoded system will be
protected by the AQEC process while the errors in the ancilla
system will not propagate to the encoded system.

Currently, the experimental efforts mostly concentrate on
the corrections of errors during gate operations, and the uni-
versal get set

{
Ĥ, Ŝ, T̂ ,cPhase

}
in an error-transparent man-

ner are feasible in experiment. However, the ultimate uni-
versal quantum computation requires the suppression of the
error rate to an arbitrarily small level when the elementary
gate operation fidelities exceed a certain threshold, without
requiring a physical resource overhead scaled exponentially.
Although the fault-tolerant threshold is still lacking for the
bosonic codes, there are opportunities to further extend the
bosonic codes along two directions. One is to promote the
performance of the single-mode codes by increasing the mean
photon number of the codewords and thus utilizing the higher-
order encoding to tolerate more errors [53]. The other one
is to extend the system to multiple modes by repeating the
strategies used in their qubit counterpart and employing the
non-local information encoding for achieving the fault toler-
ance [58].

B. Quantum communications with bosonic codes

In a quantum network [105, 106], quantum information
needs to distribute among quantum nodes (or modules) via
either direct quantum state transfer or quantum teleportation
through shared quantum entanglement. As a result, efficient
quantum state transfer between quantum nodes and on-site
long-lifetime quantum memories are essential for a quantum
network. On one hand, photons are the most practical choice
for high rate communications between distinct nodes. On the
other hand, quantum information encoded by bosonic codes
can be protected by QEC from local noise during storage,
channel noise associated with wavepackets propagating over
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distances, and the insertion loss at quantum interfaces due to
impedance mismatching. Therefore, the bosonic codes are of
great potential for building quantum networks, and proof-of-
principle experiments of most basic quantum network compo-
nents have been reported.

As sketched in Fig. 8, each node can consist of a stor-
age cavity, a readout cavity, and a transmon qubit disper-
sively coupled to both cavities. The stored bosonic codes in
the storage cavity can be converted to a traveling wavepacket
through a coherent frequency conversion between the two cav-
ities based on two coherent drives and a four-wave mixing
effect [102], as shown in Fig. 8a. Connecting two nodes,
quantum state transfer via a cable coupled to two readout
cavities has been demonstrated with a pitch-and-catch proto-
col. Based on the binomial codes, the dominant error (single
photon loss) in the communication can be detected and cor-
rected, and on-demand entanglement between quantum nodes
has been demonstrated [64], as shown in Fig. 8d. In a different
setup (Fig. 8c), the entanglement between quantum memories
has been realized by a standing mode of a superconducting
coaxial bus resonator [20]. The bosonic mode encoding in

the even parity subspace enables the tracking of photon loss
events during the two-photon interference to promote the fi-
delity of the generated entanglement.

Based on the above demonstrated components, quantum re-
peaters could be realized with superconducting bosonic codes.
Besides, quantum communication can also be realized without
direct interaction between nodes by quantum state teleporta-
tion, which only requires entanglement shared between nodes,
local operation, and classical communication. Equiped with
quantum repeaters and quantum state teleportation, quantum
information could then be delivered over arbitrarily long dis-
tances with high fidelity through practically imperfect quan-
tum communication channels, as required for secure quantum
communication on planetary scale. In addition, distributed
quantum computation could be realized also based on quan-
tum entanglement shared between nodes. This module-based
approach could avoid spurious cross-talks between compo-
nents, as well as the frequency crowding in device engineer-
ing. In distributed quantum computation, teleportation-based
quantum gate operations between separated quantum nodes
are critical. Recently, deterministic teleportation of a CNOT
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gate between two nodes (both with bosonic encodings) is
demonstrated [19], as illustrated in Fig. 8b (also Fig. 5d).

The limitation of the superconducting bosonic system in
building a practical quantum network is mainly imposed by
the thermal noise at room temperature. In contrast, optical
photons could transmit information over thousands of kilo-
meters [107], while being restricted only by probabilistic
quantum gate operations. Therefore, the ideal microwave-
to-optical transducers [108, 109] are required for taking ad-
vantage of both microwave and optical bosonic codes. For
instance, a theoretical study predicts a high secure key rate
for memory-less one-way quantum communication over long
distances with cat codes [67]. In addition to communications,
quantum networks could also enhance the sensing or measure-
ment by distributing correlated quantum probes. For example,
higher precision could be achieved in a longer-baseline quan-
tum telescope [110].

C. Quantum simulations with bosonic codes

Although the ultimate universal quantum computation is
extremely challenging, the use of noisy quantum systems in
quantum simulation has attracted immediate research inter-
ests [111]. In the NISQ era [4], early quantum simulations
could find direct applications in exploring quantum chemistry,
quantum optimization, material engineering, as well as funda-
mental studies of condensed matter physics and high-energy

physics, and could also stimulate further research interest in
the universal quantum computation. Compared with qubit ar-
rays, the bosonic modes are indispensable in many physical
models, including the boson sampling, molecular vibration,
quantum Rabi model, Bose-Hubbard model, and the simula-
tion of a non-Markovian environment. Besides, the bosonic
modes could also be applied directly in analog quantum sim-
ulations.

As an example, the bosonic modes are applied to solve
the vibrational structure problem. To make accurate calcu-
lations of the vibrational structure of large systems is still
very challenging for classical computers. Instead of manip-
ulating qubits in conventional quantum simulators in the ab-
sence of natural properties of elementary particles, bosonic
simulators are competent to establish direct correspondence
between photonic cavity modes and molecular vibrational
modes. Analog quantum algorithms are capable of simulat-
ing molecular vibrations. A proof-of-principle experiment has
demonstrated how superconducting devices can simulate the
vibronic spectra of molecules [24]. The device comprises of
a transmon qubit coupled to a 3D cavity, where the two low-
est energy levels of the qubit are manipulated as the electronic
ground and excited states of a molecule, while the bosonic
mode of the cavity models the nuclear vibrational motion of
the molecule. By offering the vibronic structure of diatomic
molecules, the simulator can obtain the molecular spectra for
both equilibrium and non-equilibrium states. Further exper-
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imental efforts are paid on extending the system to multiple
bosonic modes. A superconducting bosonic processor that
integrates two superconducting microwave cavities and three
transmon qubits has been realized, where each cavity repre-
sents one vibrational mode of a triatomic molecule and the
qubit-mediated coupling represents the interaction between
the modes. Based on a high-fidelity single-shot photon num-
ber detection scheme that is capable of resolving up to 15 pho-
tons, the photoelectron spectra of several triatomic molecules,
including H2O, O3, NO2, and SO2, are simulated [25], prov-
ing a bright future of the bosonic modes in analog quantum
simulations.

The digital quantum simulation of topological phases is
also carried out in the superconducting bosonic system [23],
in which the spin-orbit coupled particles running on a lattice is
efficiently simulated. This digital simulator performs a split-
step quantum walk algorithm and directly measures the asso-
ciated topological invariant by using the interference between
two components of a cavity Schrödinger cat state. The di-
rect measurement of such a quantity in solid-state materials
remains a significant challenge, owing to the non-local nature
of the topological ordering. This protocol sheds light on the
simulation and characterization of complex quantum materi-
als based on superconducting bosonic modes.

In these previous bosonic quantum simulators, the QEC
codes have not been directly put into use yet. However, we
should point out that the bosonic encoding has huge poten-
tials in digital quantum simulations. Because of hardware ef-
ficiency the bosonic modes are suitable for studies of high-
dimensional digital quantum simulations in the first place, and
the demonstrated QEC techniques additionally allow a deeper
circuit depth. The circuit depth or the fidelities could also
be further improved by combining the recently proposed error
mitigation method [113–115]. For a coarse estimation, assum-
ing the imperfect logical gate operations have an operation
error of 5% and the bosonic codes allow an error-detection ef-
ficiency of 99%, we could suppress the operation error to 1%.
For an expectation fidelity of 80%, we could significantly im-
prove the circuit depth from 5 to 20 with a success probability
of about 36%. Therefore, the error correction and mitigation
of the bosonic codes will promote quantum simulations in the
NISQ era.

D. Quantum metrology with bosonic codes

In conventional sensing and metrology applications, atom
and spin ensembles, mechanical oscillators, and microwave
and optical modes are the most used experimental systems
for detecting magnetic fields, acceleration, rotation, displace-
ment, and distance [116]. These systems could all be de-
scribed or approximated by bosonic modes, and thus the
bosonic codes are of special interest for quantum-enhanced
metrology. Besides, as mentioned in Sec. V B distributed
quantum metrology could be realized in a quantum net-
work [117]. However, these conventional metrology tech-

niques suffer the limited capability of nondeterministic quan-
tum state engineering, processing, or detection. Therefore, the
superconducting systems and their hybridization with spins or
mechanical resonators provide a unique platform for realizing
high-performance quantum metrology.

When estimating a parameter ω through the interaction
Hamiltonian of an oscillator as H(ω) = ωHI and by prepar-
ing the oscillator mode in a coherent state with a mean photon
number N, the precision of the parameter estimation is lim-
ited from two aspects: the classical shot-noise in detecting
photons ∝ 1/

√
N and the coherence time Tc-limited interac-

tion duration ∝ 1/Tc [118]. However, these limits are not as
fundamental as the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which
imposes an ultimate limit in measurement precision ∝ 1/N,
called the Heisenberg limit (HL) [118–122]. By exploring the
large Hilbert space of a bosonic mode, both above limitations
could be resolved.

On one hand, the shot-noise could be suppressed by prepar-
ing the mode in a quantum state that gives a maximum vari-
ance for HI. The interferometers composed of two bosonic
modes have been implemented on various platforms by uti-
lizing squeezed states, number states, and Schrödinger cat
states [90, 123]. Instead of fragile two-mode states, quantum
metrology schemes based on a single bosonic mode have also
been experimentally implemented in trapped ions and super-
conducting circuits [21, 124]. Especially, an enhanced sensi-
tivity approaching the HL scaling is demonstrated [21].

On the other hand, the Hilbert space intrinsically provides
redundancy to construct a QEC code subspace, which could
be mapped to orthogonal subspaces by errors and recovered
back through error correction. Therefore, the coherence time
of the probing quantum state could be extended by protecting
the code subspace from environment noise via QEC [112].
Combining QEC and universal operation on a binomial code,
a recent work demonstrates a Ramsey experiment on the QEC
protected logical qubit and shows a coherence time twice as
long as that without QEC [35]. Since Ramsey interferom-
etry has been widely used for precision measurements, this
result reveals the potential of bosonic codes in sensing. Al-
though the QEC-enhanced quantum metrology has attracted
considerable attention, it is still challenging for experiments.
One challenge comes from the so-called Hamiltonian-not-in-
Lindblad-span (HNLS) condition for the existence of an op-
timal code that can be constructed for achieving the HL scal-
ing [112]. Recently, by an approximate QEC technique, the
advantage of QEC for a bosonic radiometry has been demon-
strated in a superconducting circuit [125], though the HNLS
condition is not completely satisfied. This experiment indi-
cates that the bosonic QEC has considerable potential to be
explored in quantum metrology.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The bosonic codes in a superconducting quantum system
hold the advantages of hardware efficiency, large Hilbert
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space, and unique capability of long-distance transfer, there-
fore are one of the most promising candidates for future quan-
tum applications. Although great potentials of the bosonic
codes have been revealed by many preliminary experimental
results, there are many challenges to be addressed in the future
studies.

For short-term research, we would expect further exten-
sions of current bosonic systems and demonstrations of quan-
tum advantages brought by the bosonic codes. Even though
universal fault-tolerant quantum information processing is not
available yet, the bosonic QEC technique is beneficial for the
protection of quantum information from temporal, propaga-
tion loss, and gate errors, allowing longer storage time, longer
propagation distance, and deeper quantum circuit depth. So,
we would expect immediate explorations of bosonic codes in
quantum repeater, quantum simulation, quantum metrology,
and quantum machine learning with the near-term NISQ su-
perconducting systems [4]. At this stage, these applications
could unarguably stimulate more research interests from both

experimental and theoretical perspectives, which would en-
courage new ideas about the optimization and applications of
the bosonic codes and might also even reveal new physics of
the bosonic codes.

In addition, we need to further extend the bosonic system
to multiple-oscillator regimes and other bosonic oscillators.
A resonator array has been demonstrated in 2D [126], and the
3D micromachined microwave cavities could also be scalable
by a multilayer integration approach [127]. As required for
long-distance quantum communication and quantum network,
high-efficiency and low-noise quantum transducers that con-
vert the microwave signals to optical frequencies are signifi-
cant. Recently, there are exciting progresses along this direc-
tion: direct and coherent transducers based on superconduct-
ing cavity electro-optics [108] and high-frequency phonon-
mediated piezo-electro-optomechanical coupling [109] are
demonstrated, both of which avoid the MHz-frequency me-
chanical noise. On the other hand, the mechanical modes pro-
vide a more compact platform for high-density integration of
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bosonic modes. Such a hybrid phononic architecture allows
the realization of multimode mechanical memory for quan-
tum random accessing memory [128], and is also useful in the
mechanical-oscillator-based force or inertial sensing [129].

Long-term goals of universal quantum computation de-
mand more efforts, and here we summarize the challenges
from three aspects:

(i) Material and fabrication. Superconducting hardware is
the backbone of quantum information technology. Improve-
ments of the superconducting materials and fabrication tech-
niques are always worthwhile. Better understanding of the
loss mechanisms [130–132], such as quasi-particles, radia-
tions, and piezo-mechanical losses would help superconduct-
ing qubit and cavity engineering. Combining sophisticated
integration architecture and packaging technique that avoid
frequency crowding and cross-talks with improved coherence
times, fabrication yield, stability, and robustness, the bosonic
codes could be scalable. To reduce the cost and suppress ther-
mal background noise, it holds great potential to utilize high-
frequency superconducting qubits and resonators at millime-
ter wavelengths for superconducting circuits that can work at
high temperatures [133].

(ii) Theory. For the ultimate goal of universal quantum
computation, there is still a lack of a clear estimation about
the fault-tolerance threshold for the bosonic codes. Other than
extending the single-mode codes to higher energies (higher
mean photon number) and higher-dimension encoding, the
extension of the bosonic codes to multiple modes is neces-
sary. One possible approach is to concatenate the bosonic
codes with the surface codes, i.e, the bosonic codes as the
building blocks of the surface codes [84]. Another feasible
approach is the realization of topological quantum codes in
a distributed quantum network architecture [134], by which
the challenges due to the massive integration of cavities in
a single module to avoid cross-talks and frequency crowding
problem could be relaxed. A hardware-adaptive code could
be numerically optimized according to the practical system
parameters, and the studies on the interconversions between
different bosonic and qubit-based codes are also needed. We
might expect new fault-tolerant bosonic quantum computation
architectures. Besides, efforts are needed for the applications
of bosonic codes in quantum metrology, quantum simulations,
and quantum networks.

(iii) Advanced quantum control techniques. The limited
quantum gate fidelity is actually the main obstacle for demon-
strating high-order bosonic codes that are able to correct more
errors, because the control pulse sequences would be more
complicated due to the larger dimension of the Hilbert space.
The fidelity losses mainly originate from three aspects, i.e.
the system incoherent processes, incomplete physical model
in the numerical optimization of the control parameters, and
parameter errors in the experimental setup. Although these
losses are determined by the hardware imperfections, ad-
vanced quantum control techniques would help. Robust quan-
tum control could minimize the fidelity loss against the pa-
rameter fluctuations, and a more complete physical model by

including open quantum system dynamics as well as higher-
order nonlinear interactions could be developed by a hybrid
quantum-classical approach. By introducing the recently de-
veloped machine learning control methods, device calibration
and quantum algorithms might be implemented with higher
efficiency. Additionally, as pointed out in Sec. IV, most cur-
rent studies focus on the spin-oscillator model in the strong
dispersive interaction regime, however, a combination of the
moderate Pockel or Kerr nonlinearities with the spin-oscillator
model might extend our capability of universal quantum con-
trol, especially when extending the bosonic codes to higher
mean photon numbers.

In summary, this article summarizes the recent development
of bosonic QEC codes in a superconducting quantum plat-
form. The bosonic modes are universal in nature, and thus
the demonstrations in the superconducting quantum circuits
could be directly extended to optical frequencies, mechanical
oscillators, and spin wave in spin ensembles. Especially, the
tools demonstrated in the spin-oscillator model could also be
equipped in the spin-phonon systems based on trapped-ions
and NV centers, as well as the optical cavity QED systems.
We believe that the bosonic codes will be fruitful in both short-
term and long-term future and will play an indispensable role
in quantum information technologies.
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